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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Professor Mark Stine can t believe his
working vacation on the island resort of Skara Farne is turning into the nightmare from Hades!
First, he s cursed - dogged by the sinister ghost of a medieval monk, Abbot Thomas Beauclerc.
Then, when he tries to leave the island, he s involved in a bizarre car crash. Now, through an Ouija
board, he gets a message that s loud and clear: Do Not Leave! With the help of his new friends, Mark
is determined to break the curse and get back to the States, while staying out of the clutches of
Abbot Thomas and his heinous henchman, the Follower! When the body of a retired teacher is
found in a sand grave on the beach, that is only the first of a strange string of deaths. Islanders and
tourists are scared. Ghosts of Vikings and monks have been seen all over the island and Mark is
fighting a losing battle against the Abbot who s determined to possess Mark s body. As the bodies
pile up, the Follower, a shifting shadow who does...
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ReviewsReviews

Absolutely among the finest publication I actually have actually go through. It really is rally fascinating throgh reading time. I am easily could possibly get a
pleasure of looking at a composed ebook.
-- Prof. Rick Romaguera-- Prof. Rick Romaguera

These kinds of ebook is almost everything and got me to searching forward and a lot more. It usually does not price excessive. Its been written in an
exceedingly basic way and is particularly only following i finished reading through this pdf through which in fact modified me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Athena Jones-- Athena Jones
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